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ABSTRACT

The present study investigated the relative impor-
tance of temporal and spectral cues in voice gender
discrimination and vowel recognition by normal-
hearing subjects listening to an acoustic simulation of
cochlear implant speech processing and by cochlear
implant users. In the simulation, the number of
speech processing channels ranged from 4 to 32,
thereby varying the spectral resolution; the cutoff
frequencies of the channels’ envelope filters ranged
from 20 to 320 Hz, thereby manipulating the avail-
able temporal cues. For normal-hearing subjects, re-
sults showed that both voice gender discrimination
and vowel recognition scores improved as the num-
ber of spectral channels was increased. When only 4
spectral channels were available, voice gender dis-
crimination significantly improved as the envelope
filter cutoff frequency was increased from 20 to
320 Hz. For all spectral conditions, increasing the
amount of temporal information had no significant
effect on vowel recognition. Both voice gender dis-
crimination and vowel recognition scores were highly
variable among implant users. The performance of
cochlear implant listeners was similar to that of nor-
mal-hearing subjects listening to comparable speech
processing (4–8 spectral channels). The results sug-
gest that both spectral and temporal cues contribute
to voice gender discrimination and that temporal
cues are especially important for cochlear implant

users to identify the voice gender when there is re-
duced spectral resolution.
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cues, temporal cues

INTRODUCTION

Although cochlear implants (CIs) are able to transmit
only limited spectral and temporal information, they
have been remarkably successful in restoring hearing
sensation and speech recognition to profoundly
deafened patients. Because spectral and temporal
cues can be processed independently with the im-
plant device, the CI has become a powerful research
tool with which to study the relative contributions of
these cues to speech recognition. With a typical CI
speech processor, the spectral representation of
sound is encoded by the number of stimulated elec-
trodes, while temporal resolution is constrained by
the cutoff frequency of the envelope filters and the
rate of stimulation. For CI users, spectral and tem-
poral resolution can be further limited by the health
and proximity of neural populations relative to the
stimulating electrodes. In general, greater numbers
of stimulated electrodes (channels) provide better
spectral representation of speech sounds, while
higher stimulation rates improve the temporal sam-
pling of the speech signal.

The effects of spectral resolution on speech rec-
ognition performance has been explored in both CI
users and normal-hearing (NH) subjects listening to
an acoustic simulation of CI speech processing
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(Dorman et al. 1998; Friesen et al. 2001; Fu et al.
1998a; Shannon et al. 1995). These studies consis-
tently showed that speech recognition improved as
the number of channels was increased. However, the
spectral resolution required for asymptotic perfor-
mance levels depended on the speech materials and/
or the difficulty of the listening task. For example, as
few as 4 channels was sufficient for recognition of
simple sentences (Shannon et al. 1995), while as
many as 16 or more spectral channels were necessary
to understand speech in noise (Fu et al. 1998a; Dor-
man et al. 1998). Similar trends in speech recognition
performance were observed between CI and NH lis-
teners, although CI users achieved asymptotic per-
formance levels with 8 or fewer channels, regardless
of the testing materials (Friesen et al. 2001).

The contribution of temporal cues to speech rec-
ognition has also been explored in both NH listeners
and CI users. In many experiments, the temporal
resolution has been manipulated by either varying
the cutoff frequency of envelope extraction (Fu and
Shannon 2000; Rosen 1992; Van Tasell et al. 1987;
Drullman et al. 1994; Wilson et al. 1999) or by varying
the rate of stimulation (Brill et al. 1997; Friesen et al.
2004; Fu and Shannon 2000; Loizou et al. 2000;
Wilson et al. 1999). In general, results from these
cutoff frequency studies showed that temporal cues
made only a moderate contribution to listeners’
speech recognition. The improvement was not sig-
nificant for envelope filter cutoff frequencies above
20 Hz. However, mixed results have been reported in
the stimulation rate studies; some studies showed
continual improvement in recognition with increas-
ing stimulation rate, while the others showed no sig-
nificant effect of the stimulation rate on speech
performance. It is possible (but unlikely) that any
benefits from high stimulation rates were due to im-
proved temporal sampling of the speech signal. The
combined results from these studies suggest that
temporal cues make only limited contributions to
speech recognition; these limited contributions were
consistent across phoneme and sentence recognition
tasks, in quiet and in noise.

While temporal cues may not contribute strongly
to recognition of English speech, they may contribute
more strongly to recognition of tonal languages such
as Mandarin Chinese (Fu et al. 1998b; Fu and Zeng
2000; Luo and Fu 2004). For example, Fu at al. 1998b
found that, while NH listeners’ Chinese phoneme
recognition improved as the number of channels in a
noise-band processor was increased from 1 to 4, in-
creased temporal cues had no effect on vowel and
consonant recognition. However, Mandarin tone
recognition did benefit from the additional temporal
cues, especially periodicity cues. Fu et al. (2004) also
measured Chinese tone recognition in CI patients

with different speech processing strategies. Tone
recognition did not significantly improve with 4 or
more channels; however, tone recognition did sig-
nificantly improve when the stimulation rate was in-
creased from 250 to 900 Hz per channel. These
results suggest that temporal cues may be more
important for discriminating suprasegmental than
segmental information. Thus, the impact of temporal
cues may not have been fully realized in the above-
mentioned English speech recognition tasks because
the temporal cues were not critically important for
English speech intelligibility.

Besides suprasegmental information and speech
quality, voice gender perception is another aspect of
natural speech perception to which temporal cues
may contribute. The acoustic differences between
male and female voices have been studied exten-
sively. Differences in speakers’ ‘‘breathiness’’ (Klatt
and Klatt 1990), fundamental frequency (F0)
(Whiteside 1998), and formant structure (Mury and
Sigh 1980) help listeners to discriminate voice gen-
der. Difference in speakers’ F0 is perhaps the most
important cue for voice gender discrimination. The
F0 of a female voice is typically about one octave
higher than that of a male’s voice (Linke 1973); the
mean values are near 125 and 225 Hz for males and
females, respectively. Physical differences between
males and females, such as the length and thickness
of the vocal folds, are primarily responsible for F0

differences between the male and female voice
(Titze 1987, 1989).

Recent studies have shown that voice gender
identification is possible in conditions of reduced
spectral resolution, such as 3-sinewave replicas of
natural speech (Remez et al. 1997; Sheffert et al.
2002). A few studies have also explored gender and
speaker discrimination ability in CI listeners (Cleary
and Pisoni 2002; McDonald et al. 2003; Spahr et al.
2003). Cleary and Pisoni (2002) tested whether chil-
dren who had used a CI for at least 4 years could
discriminate differences between two female voices.
In general, the results suggested that speaker dis-
crimination was difficult for CI patients. McDonald et
al. (2003) examined CI users’ ability to discriminate
talker identity as a function of the linguistic content
of the stimuli and the talker’s gender. In the
McDonald study, two speech stimuli were presented
to the subject, each spoken by either the same talker
or different talkers; subjects were asked to identify the
talker from among a closed set. CI subjects’ best
performance was observed when the same talker
produced both tokens in the stimulus pair. When
different talkers produced the tokens in the stimulus
pair, performance was significantly better for male–
female talker contrasts than for within-gender talker
contrasts. These results suggest that, while CI patients
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may have difficulty in identifying talkers, they are
somewhat capable of voice gender discrimination.

While CI users may be able to distinguish voice
gender, it is not clear how spectral and temporal cues
contribute to voice gender discrimination. The pres-
ent study examined the effects of spectral and tem-
poral cues on vowel recognition and voice gender
discrimination by NH subjects listening to a CI sim-
ulation and by CI listeners. Vowel recognition and
voice gender discrimination were measured in quiet.
For the NH subjects listening to the CI simulation,
the spectral resolution and the amount of temporal
information were parametrically manipulated.

METHODS

Subjects

Six NH subjects (3 males and 3 females, 22–30 years
old) and 11 CI users participated in the study. All NH
subjects had pure tone threshold better than 15 dB
HL at octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz; CI
subject details are listed in Table 1. All subjects were
native English speakers. All subjects were paid for
their participation.

Test materials

The tokens used for closed-set vowel recognition and
voice gender discrimination tests were digitized nat-
ural productions from 5 males and 5 females, drawn
from speech samples collected by Hillenbrand et al.
(1995). There were 12 phonemes in the stimulus set,
including 10 monophthongs (/i I e æ u v a K c e

=)
and 2 diphthongs (/o e/), presented in a /h/vowel/
d/ context (heed, hid, head, had, who’d, hood, hod,
hud, hawed, heard, hoed, hayed). Each test block
included 120 tokens (12 vowels · 10 talkers) for both
vowel recognition and voice gender discrimination

tests. All stimuli were normalized to have the same
long-term root-mean-square (RMS) values.

Signal processing

For NH listeners, a sinewave processor was used to
simulate a CI speech processor fitted with the Con-
tinuously Interleaved Sampling (CIS) strategy. The
processor was implemented as follows. The signal was
first processed through a pre-emphasis filter (high-
pass with a cutoff frequency of 1200 Hz and a slope of
6 dB/octave). An input frequency range (200–
7000 Hz) was bandpassed into a number of frequency
analysis bands (4, 8, 16, or 32 bands) using 4th order
Butterworth filters; the distribution of the analysis
filters was according to Greenwood’s (1990) formula.
The corner frequencies (3 dB down) of the filters are
listed in Table 2. The temporal envelope was ex-
tracted from each frequency band by half-wave recti-
fication and low-pass filtering (the cutoff frequency of
the envelope filter was varied according to the tem-
poral envelope experimental conditions). For each
channel, a sinusoidal carrier was generated; the fre-
quency of the sinewave was equal to the center fre-
quency of the analysis filter. The extracted temporal
envelope from each band was used to modulate the
corresponding sinusoidal carrier. The amplitude of
the modulated sinewave was adjusted to match the
RMS energy of the temporal envelopes. Finally, the
modulated carriers of each band were summed and
the overall level was adjusted to be the same level as
the original speech.

Note that sinewave carriers, rather than noise-band
carriers, were used in the present study’s cochlear
implant simulation. Before beginning the present
study, pilot data showed that NH listeners’ voice
gender discrimination was nearly at chance-level
performance for 1- and 4-channel acoustic proces-
sors, using noise-band carriers in the simulation.

TABLE 1

Relevant information for cochlear implant subjects who participated in the experiment

Subject Age Etiology Prosthesis Age of onset hearing loss Years with prosthesis Speech strategy

S1 52 Unknown Nucleus 22 44 9 SPEAK
S2 61 Hereditary Nucleus 22 47 12 SPEAK
S3 45 Trauma Nucleus 22 35 11 SPEAK
S4 61 Trauma/Unknown Nucleus 22 45 13 SPEAK
S5 70 Unknown Nucleus 24 55 3 ACE
S6 39 Unknown Med-el 7 3 CIS
S7 49 Unknown Clarion II 35 5 HiRes
S8 54 Unknown Clarion II N/A 2 HiRes
S9 65 Otosclerosis Clarion II 69 Reimplanted 5 years ago HiRes
S10 70 Unknown Clarion II 65 Reimplanted 6 months ago HiRes
S11 58 Unknown Clarion II 58 5 HiRes
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These data were not consistent with the performance
observed in some CI patients who could easily dis-
tinguish male and female voices, even with a single-
channel processor. A detailed waveform analysis
indicates that noise-band carriers may disrupt the fine
temporal structure embedded in the envelopes with
high modulation frequencies; sinewave carriers can
better preserve this fine temporal structure. A de-
tailed comparison between noise-band and sinewave
carriers was presented at the 2002 ARO Mid-Winter
Meeting. The pilot data and waveform analysis sug-
gest that sinewave carriers may be more appropriate
to compare the tradeoff between spectral and tem-
poral cues in the voice gender discrimination.

All CI subjects were tested using their clinically
assigned speech processors (details of CI subjects’
speech processors are shown in Table 1). Subjects
were instructed to use their normal volume and sen-
sitivity settings and not to use any noise suppression
settings. Depending on the implanted device, four

different speech processing strategies were used by
the CI subjects in their clinically assigned speech
processors. Four Nucleus-22 patients were fitted with
the SPEAK strategy (Seligman and McDermott 1995).
One Nucleus-24 patient was fitted with the ACE
strategy (Arndt et al. 1999). One Med-El patient was
fitted with the CIS strategy (Wilson et al. 1991). Five
Clarion II patients all were fitted with the high-reso-
lution speech coding strategy (HiRes).

Procedure

Vowel recognition was measured using a closed-set, 12-
alternative, forced-choice (12AFC) identification par-
adigm. For each trial, a stimulus token was chosen
randomly, without replacement, from the vowel set and
presented to the subject. The subject responded by
clicking on one of the 12 response choices displayed on
a computer screen; the response buttons were labeled
in a /h/-vowel-/d/ context. If subjects were unsure of

TABLE 2

Analysis and carrier band cutoff frequencies used in noise-vocoder cochlear implant simulation

Cutoff frequency (Hz) Cutoff frequency (Hz) Cutoff frequency (Hz) Cutoff frequency (Hz)

Channel Lower Upper Channel Lower Upper Channel Lower Upper Channel Lower Upper

1 200 234 1 200 272 1 200 359 1 200 591
2 234 272
3 272 313 2 272 359
4 313 359
5 359 409 3 359 464 2 359 591
6 409 464
7 464 525 4 464 591
8 525 591
9 591 664 5 591 745 3 591 931 2 591 1426
10 664 745
11 745 833 6 745 931
12 833 931
13 931 1037 7 931 1155 4 931 1426
14 1037 1155
15 1155 1284 8 1155 1426
16 1284 1426
17 1426 1582 9 1426 1753 5 1426 2149 3 1426 3205
18 1582 1753
19 1753 1942 10 1753 2149
20 1942 2149
21 2149 2377 11 2149 2627 6 2149 3205
22 2377 2627
23 2627 2903 12 2627 3205
24 2903 3205
25 3205 3538 13 3205 3904 7 3205 4748 4 3205 7000
26 3538 3904
27 3904 4306 14 3904 4748
28 4306 4748
29 4748 5233 15 4748 5768 8 4748 7000
30 5233 5768
31 5768 6355 16 5768 7000
32 6355 7000
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the correct answer, they were instructed to guess as best
that they could. No feedback was provided to the sub-
jects. For NH listeners, vowel recognition was measured
for 4 spectral resolution conditions (4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-
channel processors), combined with 3 different tem-
poral envelope conditions (envelope filter cutoff fre-
quencies of 40, 80, and 320 Hz).

Voice gender recognition was measured using a
closed-set, 2AFC identification paradigm. For each
trial, a stimulus token was chosen randomly, without
replacement, from the vowel set and presented to the
subject. The subject responded by clicking on one of
2 response choices displayed on a computer screen;
the response buttons were labeled ‘‘male’’ or ‘‘fe-
male.’’ If subjects were unsure of the correct answer,
they were instructed to guess as best that they could.
No feedback was provided to the subjects. Again, CI
listeners were tested using their clinically assigned
speech processors. For NH listeners, voice gender
recognition was measured for 4 spectral resolution
conditions (4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-channel processors)
combined with 5 different temporal envelope condi-
tions (envelope filter cutoff frequencies of 20, 40, 80,
160, and 320 Hz).

For both NH and CI listeners, vowel and voice
gender identification tests were administered in free
field in a sound-treated booth (IAC). Stimuli were
presented over a single loudspeaker (Tarnnoy Re-
veal) at 70 dBA (long-term average level).

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows vowel recognition results for NH and
CI listeners. NH listeners’ results are shown for all
envelope filter cutoff frequencies as a function of the
number of spectral channels; CI listeners’ results are
shown for each subject’s clinically assigned speech
processor. For NH listeners, vowel recognition scores
improved as the number of spectral channels was
increased, for all envelope filter conditions. A two-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) re-
vealed a main effect for the number of channels
[F(3,60) = 143.72, p < 0.001]. However, the main ef-
fect of envelope filter cutoff frequency failed to reach
statistical significance [F(2,60) = 0.963, p = 0.387].
Nor was there a significant interaction between the
number of channels and the envelope filter cutoff
frequency [F(6,60) = 0.374, p = 0.893]. CI users’ vo-
wel recognition performance was considerably vari-
able, even among users of the same type of implant
device. The performance range of the CI users was
similar to that of NH subjects listening to between 4
and 8 spectral channels, while the best-performing CI
users’ performance was comparable to that of NH
subjects listening to 8 spectral channels.

Figure 2 shows voice gender identification results
for NH and CI listeners. NH listeners’ results are
shown for all envelope filter cutoff frequencies as a
function of the number of spectral channels; CI
listeners’ results are shown for each subject’s clini-
cally assigned speech processor. Similar to vowel
recognition, NH subjects’ voice gender identifica-
tion improved as the number of spectral channels
was increased, for all temporal envelope conditions.
Performance with relatively low temporal envelope
cutoff frequencies (20, 40, and 80 Hz) sharply in-
creased as more spectral channels were added.
Different from vowel recognition performance,
voice gender recognition with relatively low spectral
resolution (4 and 8 channels) was sharply improved
as the amount of temporal information was in-
creased. A two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect
for the number of channels on voice gender dis-
crimination [F(3,100) = 213.654, p < 0.001]. In
contrast to vowel recognition, there was a main ef-
fect of envelope cutoff frequency [F(4,100)
= 65.516, p < 0.001]. Also, there was a significant
interaction between spectral resolution and the
amount of temporal information [F(12,100) =
13.296, p < 0.001]. As with vowel recognition scores,
there was great variability in CI users’ voice gender
discrimination performance. Most CI users per-
formed comparably to NH subjects listening to 4–8
spectral channels with greater amounts of tem-
poral information (160– 320-Hz envelope cutoff
frequencies).

FIG. 1. Mean vowel recognition scores as a function of the number
of channels; the parameter is the envelope filter cutoff frequency.
Filled symbols show NH listeners’ results for different envelope fil-
ters; the open symbols show CI listeners’ results for different implant
devices. Error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation. The chance per-
formance level for vowel recognition is 8.33 correct. Note that the
symbols have been slightly offset for presentation clarity.
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DISCUSSION

NH listeners’ performance with multichannel CI
simulations showed that the number of spectral
channels significantly affected vowel recognition,
consistent with results from previous studies (Shan-
non et al. 1995; Dorman et al. 1998; Fu et al. 1998a).
Voice gender discrimination was also significantly af-
fected by the number of channels; it steadily im-
proved as more spectral channels were added. These
results suggest that spectral cues are important for
recognizing both linguistic content and supraseg-
mental information.

Temporal cues also contributed to NH listeners’
performance, but more toward the recognition of
suprasegmental information. Vowel recognition was
not significantly affected by different amounts of
temporal information (40-, 80-, and 320-Hz envelope
filter cutoff frequencies). However, voice gender dis-
crimination did significantly improve as more tem-
poral cues were added, especially when few spectral
channels (4–8) were available (Fig. 2). When only 4
spectral channels were available, the effect of
increasing the filter cutoff frequency from 40 to
80 Hz was comparable to that of doubling the num-
ber of spectral channels. For example, mean voice
gender discrimination with 4 channels improved by
14% as the envelope filter cutoff frequency increased
from 40 to 80 Hz. If the temporal information was
limited to 40 Hz, performance only improved by 5%
as the number of channels was increased from 4 to 8.
Similarly, increasing the envelope filter cutoff fre-

quency from 80 Hz to 160 Hz improved mean voice
gender discrimination by 10%. Limiting the temporal
information to 80 Hz and increasing the number of
channels from 4 to 8 improved performance by only
8%.

Rosen (1992) divides speech information in the
time/amplitude domain into three distinct catego-
ries: (1) envelope cues (temporal fluctuations less
than 50 Hz), (2) periodicity cues (temporal fluctua-
tions between 50 and 500 Hz), and (3) fine-structure
cues (temporal fluctuations beyond 500 Hz). In the
present study, when the envelope filter cutoff fre-
quency was 40 Hz, only envelope cues were pre-
served; both periodicity and fine-structure cues were
lost. Because there was no significant difference in
vowel recognition between the 40-, 80-, and 320-Hz
envelope filters (for all spectral resolution condi-
tions), the data suggest that the amplitude variations
across frequency (gross spectral cues) contribute
most strongly to vowel identification and that the fine
temporal details within a spectral band are less
important, consistent with data from previous studies
(Drullman et al. 1994; Shannon et al. 1995; Van
Tasell et al. 1987, 1995; Fu and Shannon 2000).

In contrast to vowel recognition, increasing the
cutoff frequency of the envelope filter significantly
improved voice gender discrimination; however,
there was also some interaction between the amounts
of available temporal and spectral information. When
the envelope filter cutoff frequency was relatively low
(20–40 Hz), preserving only envelope cues, vowel
recognition and voice gender discrimination exhib-
ited similar patterns: Performance improved sharply,
then more gradually as the number of spectral
channels was increased. When the envelope filter
cutoff frequency was relatively high (160–320 Hz),
preserving both envelope and periodicity cues, the
vowel recognition and voice gender discrimination
patterns were quite different. Vowel recognition
again improved sharply, then more gradually as more
spectral channels were added. However, with the
higher envelope cutoff frequencies (160–320 Hz),
voice gender discrimination only slightly improved
when the spectral resolution was increased; mean
performance with only 4 channels was already 86%
correct. This difference between vowel and voice
gender recognition performances suggests that, while
envelope cues may be adequate for identifying vowels,
periodicity cues are important for the perception of
suprasegmental information under conditions of se-
verely reduced spectral resolution.

Because of the acoustic differences between male
and female voices, it is not surprising that periodicity
cues are important for voice gender discrimination.
Differences in speakers’ F0 are perhaps the most
important cues for voice gender discrimination. The

FIG. 2. Mean voice gender identification scores as a function of the
number of channels; the parameter is the envelope filter cutoff fre-
quency. Filled symbols show NH listeners’ results for different
envelope filters; the open symbols show CI listeners’ results for dif-
ferent implant devices. Error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation. The
chance performance level for voice gender identification is 50 cor-
rect. Note that the symbols have been slightly offset for presentation
clarity.
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F0 of a female voice is typically about one octave
higher than that of a male’s voice (Linke 1973). The
F0 of a female voice may be as high as 400 Hz, while
the F0 of a male voice may be only as high as 200 Hz.
F0 information, while not explicitly coded in modern
CI speech processors (real or simulated), is well-rep-
resented by time waveform in each channel, making
voice gender discrimination possible in the absence
of explicit place coding of F0 information.

Spectral cues also contribute strongly to voice
gender discrimination. When temporal cues were
limited (<80-Hz envelope filter), NH listeners’ per-
formance improved steadily as the number of spectral
channels was increased from 4 to 16; increased
spectral cues were especially helpful when periodicity
cues were not available (20- and 40-Hz envelope fil-
ters). Near-perfect recognition was achieved with a
32-channel processor regardless of the temporal re-
solution. One possible explanation is that, for the 32-
band processor, the spectral cues were preserved well
enough to enable subjects to ‘‘decode’’ voice source
spectrum and average formant frequency differences.
However, these differences are somewhat subtle
across male and female talkers, compared with the
more robust F0 differences; NH listeners may not be
able to hear these differences under conditions of
reduced spectral resolution (relative to normal).
More probably, the spectral resolution in the 32-
channel processor allowed listeners to reconstruct the
‘‘missing’’ fundamental (which, for male talkers, fell
below the 200-Hz minimum acoustic input fre-
quency) and thereby differentiate the voice gender.

Most CI users were able to achieve good vowel
recognition and voice gender discrimination with
their clinical speech processor. There was great vari-
ability in performance within and across subjects and
implant devices; the best/worst performer in vowel
recognition was not always best/worst performer in
voice gender discrimination. The reduced spectral
resolution in CI patients may be much more limited
than the amount of spectral information transmitted
by the speech processor. Although most CI speech
processors transmit between 8 and 22 channels of
spectral information, data from previous studies sug-
gest that the ‘‘effective’’ number of spectral channels
may be fewer then 8 channels due to factors such as
electrode interaction, frequency-to-electrode mis-
match, and others.

While there may be a ‘‘ceiling’’ to the effective
spectral resolution available to CI users, there may
also be a limit to CI users’ temporal resolution. Given
that increased temporal cues allowed NH listeners to
improve voice gender discrimination when there was
limited spectral resolution (4–8 channels), there
might have been significant differences between CI
devices as the devices provide different amounts of

temporal cues. For example, the Nucleus-22 stimula-
tion rate with the SPEAK strategy is only 250 Hz/
channel; the Nucleus-24 stimulation rate with the
ACE strategy is 900 Hz/channel. Both devices would
readily transmit envelope cues, but the Nucleus-24
device could more readily transmit periodicity cues.
Similarly, the Clarion CII and the Med-El devices
stimulate at much higher rates than the Nucleus-22
device. However, there is no clear advantage for the
higher-rate devices in the voice gender discrimination
task, in which the increased temporal cues would be
beneficial. Intersubject variability, combined with a
small sampling for each implant device, makes it
difficult to compare CI users’ reception of temporal
cues provided by their clinically assigned speech
processors. CI users may also differ in their temporal
processing capabilities; some CI users’ effective tem-
poral resolution may be much better than other CI
users’. Further work with implant listeners, in which
the amount of available spectral and temporal infor-
mation is directly controlled, is necessary to under-
stand the relative contributions of spectral and
temporal cues to voice gender discrimination.
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